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Three dimensional surface measurements of large
objects are required in a variety of industrial processes.
The natm'e of these measurements is changing as optical
instnnnents are beginning to replace conventional
contact probes scanned ov_ the objects. A common
characteristicof the optical surface profilers is the trade
off between measurement accuracy and field of view. In
order to measure a large object with high accuracy,
multiple views _ required. An accurate wansform_on
between the different views is needed to bring about
their registration. In this paper, we demonstratehow the
transformation parameters can be obtained precisely by
choosing control points which lie in the overlapping
regions of the images. A good starling point for the
transformation parameters is obtained by having a
knowledge of the scanner position.The selection of the
cmtrol points are independent of the object geometry.
By successively recording multiple views and obtaining
transformation with respect to a single coordinate
system, a complete physical model of an object can be
obtained. Since all data are in the same coordinate
system, it can thus be used for building automatic
models for free form surfaces.
L Introduction
The inspection of industrial components for process
control is of crucial importance for manufacturers. The
use of optical sensors for this inspection is desirable
because of the speed and flem'bility offered by nou-
contact sensors[l]. However, with this flem'bility comes
a trade-off between accuracy and measurement area. To
get accuracies comparable to those obtained with
contact probes, only very small areas can be measured.
Using common area detectors with 640x480 pixels, the
width of the measured area can only be up to about 2000
times hrger than the necessary surface height
resolution. Larger areas can be measured using larger
area detectors, but the cost of the sensor then rises to
Wheu large object, have to be modeled, multiple
views are needed to get complete surface infonmd0n:
Different views with overlapping regions must be
imegrated to form the solid object. _ involves
• determining the transformation between the different
views. This process is called the "solving for the
cotresI_ndence problam" and can be accomplished
by registering the multiple views. There has been
work done on registration in the computer vision
community[2, 3, 4]. In most of thesecases, the object
is moved relative to the sensor, without taking
advantage of the object's geometry for choosing
vantage points. It is also important to focus on free form
surfaces instead of classical surfaces to more accurately
serve the needs of indusu'y.
The objective of tiffs work is to provide a starting
point for the development of a system that would
ultimately antomatically identify overlapping regions
and perform the registration without requiring
precision fixtmes or precise sensor"motion control.
The system should not be dependent on tim objea
geomelry and should be able to handle any free form
surface.
We approach this problem by assuming that a
goodinitialpproximate transformation is available.
This assumption prevents the need to search the entire
transformation parametric space. This initial
_'ansformation can be obtained by tracking the
camera position or by using machine vision
techniques to identify surface features common to
eachview. Knowing correspondingpointspermitsthe
use of the ali'gnment method to obtain the initial
transformadon [5]. A good starting point brings the
views to approximate regisU-ation and helps the
r¢_cm algorithmfind the global mtnknmr_
Our approach is based on the method developed
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Fig 1. The cross section of a plane containing ball
bearings is shown in the 0vedapping region after
surfaceA has been transformedwiththeregistration
transformation.The errorintheoverlappingregionis
plotted.
by Chertand Mcdioni[6J.The registrationalgorithm
refinestheinitialsixparameters,threeinrotationand
three in translation,using Newton's method of
lincarizationa d iterationto perform least-square
minimization.Arbitrarilyselectedcontrolpointsare
chosenfrom the overlappingregionto estimatethe
correction to the initial transformation. The distance of
thecontrolpointsfromthereferencesurface is used as
the error function.
To beginourstudywe usedsyntheticsurfacedata.
Thisdatasimulatesrangeimagesfrom a laserscanner.
The data consist of 640x480 element arrays containing
the simulated object height Z = f(x,y) from the reference
plane, where x and y are the pixel coordinates. We have
initially addressed translationand rotation
transformations,and intend toincorporatescalechanges
inthefuture.
II. Registration
The registration of multiple view range images
have applications in 31) object recognition, terrain
mapping, medical imaging and industrial inspection.
Many methods that have been used utilize some kind of
feature correspondence to obtain the transformation
between views. Such methods require knowledge of
point to point correspondencebetweensurfaces andarc
very difficult for objects with free form surfaces.
Ideally, if the rigid transformation between the
different views is known, there will be no error between
the surfaces in the overlapping region. Figure 1. shows
cross sections through the overlapping regions of two
surfaces that have beenregistered.The error plot does
not have discontinuity which is an indication of good
registration.If we have two surfacesA and B that
represent the same object, there exists a rigid
transformation Tbetween them such that
V(a • A,/, • B)[ UTa-/,ll = 0 (1)
Le., when points a are transformed with a rigid
transformationT,alltransformedas in the overlapping
regionmatchpreciselywiththecorrespondingpointb
ofB. TIS of the form
cosacosysinasin[3cos7-cosasiny
cos[_sin7sinc_sin_siny+ cosacos7
-_ _13_sl;
0 0
cosRsin[_cos'y+sinasin'ftx
cosasinl_siny-sinczcosyry
cosacosy t,
o I
(2)
wheret_,tyandt:aretheu-anslationparametersand a,13
andyaretherotationparameters.Theseparametershave
tobe evaluatedsuchthatequation(1)issatisfied.This
problemcanalsobe expressedasminimizing
D (x, B) = _112"a -fCa) II (3)
where f is the correspondence matching function.
Solving for T is difficult as it is a highly nonlinear
function when f is unknown. Searching the parametric
space will not ensureglobal minimization.Unless we
have a definite geometric surface, the function f is
unknown. The method of evaluation of the registration
parameters is discussed in the following section.
Controlpoint_
r_r_///_nq'ds C_.ntrol Point along 4
B
" Hg2. The distance dj of the transformed control point Fig 3 shows the method used to determine the inter-
from the plane passing through the matching point on section point on the reference surface. The shaded
surface B is shown. The normal at the control point is area represents the search area in the neighborhood
hep an.d th is the normal to the tangent plane, of the control point on the reference surface.
Ao Selecting a criterion for registration
When two surfaces are in registration, the distance
between the surfaces in the overlapping region must
ideally be zero. Since the ideal rigid transformation for
registration is unknown, the registration parameters are
evaluated such that the square of the distance between
the two surfaces is a minimum. For a £ Aand b E B
• = __dda(Ta-b) (4)
where d: is the distance of the translated points of
surface A from B. If N control points form surface A are
chosen and transformed, the corresponding points on B
must be identified to estimate the distance en_. Points
bj should be found such that Ell d,(ra,-_)ll 2 is a
minimum for all/=I...N. Starting with a good initial
transformation T°, an itcrativc algorithm can be
formulated. For each iteration k, the previous value of
is tof, d
N
,*= E II .,-qU2
i=l
with
= blml ll -'a,-bll
The distance ds between the transformed points
from tangent plane at the estimated matching points on
B gives the error measures (see Figure 2). The
distance of the transformed couu'ol point from the
tangent plane is evaluated along the direction of the
normal of the tangent plane. The tangent plane S/
approximates the surface at that point. The distance
of a point from a plane can be expressed as a linear
function of its coordinates. The error ek function is
now defined as
N
i=I
The corresponding points on B must have
approximately the same z coordinate and the
normals should have nearly the same slope. C_en
and Medioni used the surface normal of the
wansformed control points and found the intersect
on the reference surface by an iterative method. In
our approach, the intersection point is found by
searching the-coordinate space of the reference
surface B in the neighborhood of the transformed
control points. The normals can be compared by
evahatlng the scalar product of the normals of the
conlrol point and the matching point (see Figure 3)
and seeing how close they are to one. This method
avoids the problem of an iterative search.
For each iteration, the tz_sformation matrix is
corrected and a better matching point is found. The
only resCiction on this method is that the control
points should be chosen in the overlapping region.
The esKmation of the correction to the registration
parameters is discussed below.
B. Determinin_ the correction to the parameters
Let thecontrolpointschosen from surfaceA be acvand/
let ace be the controlpoints after they have been
transformedby T.
%'= T.%
Let the cquadon of the tangent plane at the approximate
intersection point be
Ax+By+Cz+D = 0 (8)
• " this ByEach point from aq, should ideally lie on, plane.
substituting the values of x, y and z ofacp from (7), the
registration parameters have to be estimated. Instead of
solving dkecfly for the nonlinear parameters, we can use
Newtons method to estimate the correction parameters
as formulated by Lowe['7].
Let • be the error measurement between the
reference image'and the translated control points acv.
Let h be the correction that has to be made to the
parameters p. Since we are in approximate registration,
the assumption of local linearity is valid. Based on this
assumption, the effect of each parameter correction h i
on the error measurement Will be h i multiplied by partial
derivative of error with respect to that parameter.
Jh = e (9)
where J is the lacobian matrix
del
di] = @i
(10)
Since the parameters are close to registration,small
angleapproximations can be made. The Jacobianmatrix
isgivenbelow
--Bet= Bz - Cy,_ = Cx - Az,-_ = Ay - Bx
ae i _e i _e i
N:, N c (11)
Each measured error equals the sum of all changes
in the error resulting from the parameter correction. By
satisfying all these constraints simuItaneonsly, the error
can be reduced to zero. The number of control points
must be greater than the number of parametersto be
estimated. The more the number of points taken for
estimation, the estimate will be more accurate, The
correction h is estimated such that the residue
mini[ Jh - ell
is minimized.
Thiscan be reducedtotheform ofnormal equation
h = (sry)-tsre (12)
For each iteration, h is evaluated and is subtracted from
the parameters of the previous iteration.
p(t+1) = p(,) -h (13)
This assumes that the original nonlinear function is
locally linear over the range of typical errors.
C. The Re_stration Algorithm
Take two sin-faces A and B and consider B as the
reference surface. N Control points are chosen from the
overlapping region of A and are transformed by initial
transformation T ° . The equation (6)now becomes
e k =
where:
iteration.
N
i=l
(14)
the transformationmatrix after
Sjk is the tangent planeon surface B at the//j.
bkj is the matching point on B such that it has nearly the
same z coordinate and ncp'e.n s _1.
/.
ncp ts the transformed normal of the control point and
ns is the normal to the plane at S/.
t o
ncp .n s is the scalar product of the control point normal
and the surface normal at B.
acp are the control points from,4.
tds is the signed distance of %, from me plane Sf.
The registration Mgorithm is as follows:
I. Choose control points aq, from A such that they lie
in the overlapping regice. Compute the surface normal
at each of these control points and store their position
and orientation.
2. For each iteration repeat the following:
i. For each control point
u Apply T(k'I) " "acp and all _ts normals.
u Fred the matching points b_j on surface B by
comparing the z coordinate and the normals.
P
u Find the error between ace
plane at bkj.
and the tangent
u F_ Jacoblan
ii. Find the correction parameters h
The convergence measure is defined as
lek_:-I I
S = <e(e>O)N (15)
The threshold E is a direct _flection of the noise level of
the range image and N is the number of control points
used.
The regislxafionalgorithmusescontrolpointsinthe
overlappingregion.Ideally,six controlpointsare
enoughtoestimatethesixparameters,butthesystemof
equationsis usuallyover determinedfor a better
estimateofparameter.One oftheimportantfeaturesof
thisalgorithmisthatthechoiceofcontrolpointsisnot
dependenton theobjectgeometry.The onlyresection
on theirselectionis thatthey shouldliein the
overlapping region because matching points on the
surfacesare located there. The control points have been
chosen manually fi'cm the smooth regions of the surface
to be wansformed. It is most lflcely that the reference
surface will be smooth in the corresponding region.The
numbex of control points chosen were between 25 and
50 depending on the noise in the dam and the extent of
ovcxlap of the surfaces. The registration is better with
larger number of control points but the time taken for
the estimation increases. A study of optimum number of
control points has not been made as it will depend on the
complexity of the object geometry.
III. Int _e_radon of multiple views
In order to integrate the different views in the
overlapping region, we averaged the z values at
particular values of x and y after performing the
registration. Since the rangemeasurements are ofthe
form Z = fix, y), the surface patches can be tiled
together to get the complete, object description. One
surface is considered to be the reference sin-face. By
registering the other images with respect to the
reference image, all the images are brought to one
reference coordinate system. This problem can be
solved by bringing about regisuation between
different views at the same time.In this manner,
information of all previous views are used instead of
just the neighboring views.
IV. Results and discussion
Synthetic 8-bit, 640x480 range images were
generated to test the registration algorithm. Gaussian
noise with a standard deviation of 0.945 was added to
theseimagestosimulateconditions closetorealrange
data.The algorithmwas firsttestedon two framesof
data simulatinga plane surfacestudded with
hemispheres.The two viewshave threecolumnsof
hemispheresin the overlappingregion.Figure 4
shows the two imagestobe registered.We need to
have prior knowledge of the aplxoximate region of
overlap as mote than one solution for this problem
exists The actua/ transformation between the two
views was 200 pixeis in the x direction, 0 in the y
dL-ection, and 20 units in z. The h-dtial guess was
given with an offset of up to 21 pixeis in the
neighborhood of the actual transformation. The actual
transformation between different views were 200
pixels in the x direction, 0 in the y direction and 20
_units in 7..The initial guess were given as
I oo2 ITO= tOot3ojoo
and the final registration transformation was found to
be
O.999989 --0.006532 0.004343 199.7546
0.006473 0.999890 -0.001103 0.4576
0.004205 0.001473 0.998999 19.7856
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Fig 4. The two images of the plane with the ballbearings
isshown.They have three columns of ballbearings in the
overlapping region.
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Fig 5(a). The error image in the region of overlap is
shown. For a perfect registration, the image will be
completely dark.Co) The histogram of the residual error
in the overlapping region.
The algorithm converged in 4 iterations. It can be seen
that the algorithm works well for pure translation.
Figure 5 shows the error image in the overlapping
region and a plot of the histogram in the overlapping
region.
Another test case was taken which involved
rotation. Figure 6(a) shows an object which is
asymmetrical and Co) shows the same object which has
been rotated about its axis. The initial guess was given
as an identity matrix and the registrationmatrix was
found to be
0.984697 0.174148 ---0.006636 2.801439
= I---0.174012 0.984589 0.017416 -2.108876
Tre# /0.009567 --43.015994 0.999826 0.526710
L0.0000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
The error image after registration is shown in figure
6(c). The histogram of the error is shown in figure 6(d).
The angle by which the object is rotated comes to about
9 degrees.
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Fig 6. The object shown in (a) is taken to test the capability of the algorithm for rotation. The object rotated about its own
z axis is shown in Co).(c)The error image after registradon.(d) The histogram of the z error in the overlapping region.
The results with the synthetic data show that the
algorithm is capableof handling translationandrotation
Wansformations.The algorithmconverges to a good
registration. This is important because noise is present
in the data from all actual sensocs. The speed of
convergencedependson theamount of noiseand the
number ofcontrolpointschosen.
One of the main requirements for this algorithm is
the necessity of a good initial transformation. The
importance of this can be seen from the first example where
the possibility of more than one solution exists. For
complicated surfaces, the algorithm can converge to a local
solutionbutmisstheglobalsolution.Thisrequirementofa
good inidal guess is one of the main drawbacks of the
algorithm. Either the relative motionbetween the object and
the camera must be monitored, or machine vision techniques
must be used to idendfT features common to the multiple
views. Also, the views must have an overlapping region for a
solution to be found.
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bV. Concludln_ Remarks
This registration algorithm has been shown to be a
good starting point for the development of a system to
construct a free form surface from multiple sensor views
with minimal constraints. Control points are chosen
from the overlapping regions of a given surface and the
registration transformation is found by minimizing their
distance from a reference surface. One of the main
advantages of this algorithm is that the choice of control
points is not dependent on surface features.
The extension of this algorithm to cover scaling
transformations will be studied next to handle errors
caused by focus changes between views.
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